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Breaking a Spoken Sentence into Words

Goal: The child will count and segment the words in a spoken sentence.
Materials: Lists of phrases or sentences that are 1-5 words in length.
Possible Places: Home, grocery store, car, library etc.

Activity
I do:

Parent: Let’s play a game with words. I am going to say some words in a
sentence. You need to count the words by holding up your fingers. Are you
ready to watch? “Yes!” (Hold up one finger.) I am holding up one finger
because I said one word, “Yes!” Listen to another: “Yes please!” (Hold up two
fingers.) I am holding up two fingers because I said two words, “Yes please.”
Listen to another: The dog barks. (Hold up three fingers.) I am holding up three
fingers because I said three words, “The dog barks.”

We do:

Parent: Now it’s your turn to play. Let’s try some together. Let’s slowly say all the
words in these sentences and put up a finger for each word. (Ideas: sentences
that are interesting to your child 1-5 words in length)
Examples:
No! (1)                                                       The cat can jump. (4)
I sleep. (2)                                                 The mouse ate the cheese. (5)
I like juice. (3)

Parent and child do these together. If the child does this incorrectly, model
segmenting the sentence correctly, and then have your child repeat.

You do:

Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. Listen to my sentence and
slowly say all the words in these sentences. Put up a finger for each word. (Ideas:
Design sentences that are interesting to your child 1-5 words in length)
Examples:
Awesome! (1) The team will win. (4)
Go home. (2) Hockey is my favorite sport. (5)
Throw the ball. (3)

*Another way to teach this is to have your child push a penny or bingo chip for
each spoken word in a sentence.
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The Tally Game

Goal: The child will count tally marks
Materials: “Tally O’Malley” Book

Paper and pencil for recording tally marks
Possible Places: Home, grocery store, car, library etc.

Activity
I do:
Parent: Introduce the book Talley O’Malley aloud to your child. Prior to reading,
look at the first three pages with the yellow background. Explain what a tally
mark is and how you can use tally marks to keep track of your counting.

Give a brief book introduction: We are going to read “Tally O’Malley,” a book
about the O’Malley family. The O’Malley kids like to play tally games, which
means they like to count things and keep track of their counting with tally marks.
We saw examples of tally marks at the beginning of the book.  In the story, the
O’Malley kids count objects based on color.  First Eric wins, then Bridget, but
what about Nell?  Will she win the tally game and be known as “Tally O’Malley?”

We Do: Read the book aloud to your child.  Pause at page 10 and explain that
Mom is showing Nell how to play the tally game. Take your time on this page as
it does a nice job of explaining how to tally.  Explain that the slash mark across
the four sticks means that you now have 5.  This is the way we show a tally of a
group of five items.

Continue reading the book aloud, pausing every few pages to talk about what
is happening in their tally game.

You do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some tallying with me.

Reread the story with your child. This time have a pencil and a blank piece of
paper handy.  Have the child keep track of the data in the story with his or her
own tally marks.  Stop as you are reading and have your child compare their
tally marks with those in the book.

Extension: See the pages towards the end of the book, “Tally O’Malley” for more
ideas on playing tally games.
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Rhyme

Goal: The child will recognize if spoken words rhyme.

Materials: Lists of words that do rhyme and words that do not rhyme.
Possible Places: Home, grocery store, car, library etc.

Activity
I do:
Parent: A rhyme is two words that sound the same near the end of the word, like
Tally O’Malley.  What’s a rhyme? (Wait for response.) We hear rhymes in poems
and sometimes in books. Some words that rhyme are book, and look. Say book
and look (wait for response). Book and look rhyme because they both end in
/ook/. Say dog and cat (wait for response). Dog and cat do not rhyme. Dog
ends in /og/ and cat ends in /at/. They are different at the end.
Let’s play a game with words. I am going to say two words. You need to repeat
the words and give me thumbs up if they rhyme, and thumbs down if they do not
rhyme. Are you ready to watch? Dog/Fog, Dog/Fog (thumb up). I put my thumb
up because Dog/Fog rhyme. Chair/Bed (thumb down). I put my thumb down
because Chair/Bed do not rhyme.

We do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to play. Let’s try some together. Listen to the words,
repeat the words with me, then we will put a thumb up if they rhyme and a
thumb down if they do not. (Ideas: Choose word pairs that do and do not
rhyme)   Examples:

stuff/rough (Y)         went/sent(Y)               pen/marker (N)          page/stage (Y)
map/rap (Y)            horse/goat (N)            low/show (Y)              toe/arm (N)

Parent and child do these together. If the child does this incorrectly, repeat the
words and say the endings that do or do not rhyme. Have your child continue.

You do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. Listen to the words, repeat the
words with me, then we will put a thumb up if they rhyme and a thumb down if
they do not. Examples:

can/man (Y)            pop/top (Y)             stop/jump (N)                    toy/boy (Y)
ice/snow (N)            light/might (Y)         silly/Billy (Y)                        drink/blink (Y)

Extension-Rhyme Production: Name a word and have your child try to name a
word that rhymes. Follow the I do, We do, You do model.
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Alliteration

Goal: The child will begin to recognize patterns of repeating beginning sounds.

Materials: Lists of words that begin with the same sounds
Possible Places: Home, grocery store, car, library etc.

Activity
I do:
Parent: Let’s play a game with words. I am going to say some words that sound
the same in the beginning. I will say them again and use them in a silly
sentence. Are you ready to listen? Listen, toad/tub, toad/tub. The toad jumped
in the tub. Both toad and tub start with the sound /t/. Listen to another,
mouse/map, mouse/map. The mouse read the map. Both mouse and map start
with the sound /m/.

We do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to play. Let’s try some together. Name the words after I
say them, and we will think of a sentence together. Then we will name the first
sound in the words.

Examples:
cat/car- The cat drove the car.  /c/
house/hat-The hat was in the house.  /h/
magic/monkey- The magic monkey did a trick. /m/

Parent and child do these together. If the child does this incorrectly, model the
words, sentence or sound, and then have your child repeat.

You do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. Name the words after I say
them, and we will think of a sentence together. Then name the first sound in the
words. If you have any trouble, I will help you. Examples:

seal/soup (/s/)                   mom/monster (/m/)                        goat/golf (/g/)
tiger/tape (/t/)                   lamp/lion (/l/)                                  Fred/funny (/f/)
sing/Sally (/s/)                     jump/Jennifer(/j/)                            joke/jelly (/j/)

Extension Activity-Alliteration:
Follow the above lesson, but choose to introduce 3 words with the same
beginning sound for your child to use in a sentence, and name the first sound.
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Syllables & Counting

Goal: The child will segment and blend the syllables in words

Materials: Word bank of 1-3 syllable words, Tally O’Malley book
Possible Places: Home, grocery store, car, library etc.

Activity
I do:
Parent: Let’s play the word parts game. I am going to say your name slowly and
count how many times my chin hits my hand. That’s how I know how many parts
are in your name. Ready? (Place hand slightly below chin but not touching.
Exaggerate your child’s name when speaking it and let your chin hit your hand
for each syllable, or part; you can also squeeze your lips together tightly with
your fingers and hum the word, each push of breath is a syllable. This is called
Duck Lips) How many parts? (Name how many) parts!
Let’s try my name. (Chin drop while exaggerating or Duck Lips) How many parts?
(Name how many) parts!
I will say all the parts in the names of our (relatives, friends, or favorite foods).
After each ask, How many parts? (Name how many) parts!
*You can also teach syllables by tapping your fist on your other hand for each
syllable or by hopping up and down for each syllable.

We do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to play. Let’s try some together. Let’s break apart all the
names of your favorite ____(Ideas: sports, sport’s figures, television shows, movies,
television characters, stuffed animals, video games, foods, friends).
After each ask, How many parts? (Name how many) parts!
Parent and child do these together. If the child does this incorrectly, model the
word correctly, and then have your child repeat.

*Read a book aloud to your child.  We are going to use the book Tally O’Malley.
You received a copy of this book.  After reading the book, do the following:

Parent: Now we are going to try some words from the book we just read, “Tally
O’Malley.” Open to a page in the book and begin saying words.  After each
word ask, How many parts? (Name how many) parts!
Parent and child do these together. If the child does this incorrectly, model the
word correctly, and then have your child repeat.

Try these words from pages 4-5:
Pack
Shamrock
Mom
Vacation
Never
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You do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. Let’s break apart all the
names of ____(Ideas: body parts, colors of the rainbow, objects in the room
movies, television characters, foods, friends, sports). After each ask, How many
parts?

Now let’s try this with some other words from Tally O’Malley (pages 14-17)
Dad
Tally
Shouted
Dog
Plastic
Hamburgers

Extension Activity-Syllable Blending:
Follow the above lesson, but begin by exaggerating and naming each part
(syllable) of the word while your chin hits your hand. Have your child repeat the
parts (syllables) and try to guess/name the real word or find the object you are
referencing.
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Syllables Word Bank

1 Syllable
Flat Add Dog Fruit
Curve More Cat Feed
Sort Less Fish Clean
Pair Shape Bite Jump
Most Graph Sit Tray
Least Weight Hot Cave
First Time Cry Play
Last line Mud Fan

2 Syllables
Biggest Minute Balloon Hammer
Smallest Second Mitten Helpful
Circle Shorter Table Pumpkin
Corner Subtract Surprise Turtle
Angle Fewer Water Notebook
Distance Taller Monster Pencil
Greater Shorter Magic Table
Equal Oval Sandbox Candle

3 Syllables
Cylinder Estimate banana Forever
Direction Hexagon Mosquito Vacation
Measurement Trapezoid Elephant Fantastic
Addition Calendar Wonderful Dinosaur
Subtraction Classify Kangaroo Magical
Triangle Eleven Terrible Butterfly
Classify Heavier Crocodile Pineapple
Difference Numeral Marshmallow Beautiful
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Precise Sound Production Practice
****DRAW PARENTS’ ATTENTION TO THIS .  ***********DO IF TIME PERMITS
Goal: Parents will precisely model each sound precisely

Materials: Guide Words/Pictures and Movements for Sounds in parent packet
Directions: Explain to each parent that how a child perceives a sound is how
they will remember it and eventually use it for reading and writing. We need to
make sure that we model the sounds precisely so there is limited confusion in the
future.
Model each sound, guide word and movement, have parents try each sound
guide word and movement with you, have the parents try each sound, guide
word and movement with a partner. Link this movement to the picture on the
alphabet chart.

Kindergarten Guide Words and Gestures

a apple Sweep hand across body as if apple was in your palm
b ball Bounce ball
c cut Make scissors with finger
d dig Make digging motion with shovel
e echo Put hand on each side of mouth as if yelling
f fly Flap arms like wings
g gulp Gulping water from glass
h hot Fan mouth with hand like tongue is burned
i itch Scratch an itch
j jump Pretend to jump rope
k kick Lightly move foot like foot kicking
l lollypop Lick lollipop
m Mmmmmm Rub belly like something tastes good
n no Point finger like parent telling child no
o octopus Sweep a hand across your body like an octopus swimming,

using fingers as tentacles
p popcorn Closed fists, open fingers like popping corn
q quack Press palms together and open like duck quacking
r Rrrrrrr Like bear growling
s snake Slither hands
t Tick tock Move arms like hands on a clock, making t sound
u up Point up with finger
v vacuum Pretend to push a vacuum back and forth
w wave Wave hand to friends
x ax Chop hands on arm like ax
y yes Arms up in shape of Y-raise the roof
z zipper Move hands up and down in front of body as if opening and

closing coat zipper
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A a B b C c D d

E e F f G g H h

I i J j K k L l

M m N n O o P p

Q q R r S s T t

U u V v W w X x

Y y Z z Clipart from Microsoft & Google
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Beginning/Ending/Middle Sound Categorization/Isolation

****DRAW PARENTS’ ATTENTION TO THIS.  **********DO IF TIME PERMITS.

***Whether you choose beginning, ending or middle sounds will depend on
whether your child has mastered the previous skill. Beginning is easiest, then

ending, then finally middle sounds.***
Goal: The child will name the (beginning, ending or middle) sounds of ordinary
items or find items that begin with a given sound
Materials: Ordinary items in the library or home, or use pictures
Possible Places: Home, library, car, school, grocery store, mall, park etc.

Activity

I do:
Parent: We are going to play “I Spy” with the (first, last or middle) sounds in
words. You are going to listen to the sounds and see if you can find an item that
has that sound in the (beginning, ending, middle). I will say, “I spy with my eye
something that has /k/ in the (beginning, ending, middle) , say the sound /k/.
(Wait for child to produce the sound) and if I were you I could find the
(beginning: comb, car, cake) (ending: milk, beak, yak) (middle: locket, buckle,
nickel).
Give several examples with other (beginnings, middle or ending) sounds.
Example /l/: Beginning: lace, lemons, lantern
Ending: ball, Bill, hole
Middle: police, alligator, pillows

We do:
Parent: Now let’s try some together. Let’s listen to the sound I say, repeat it, and
see if we can find an item with that sound in the (beginning, end, middle). I spy
with my eye something that has _____ in the (beginning, ending, middle), let’s
say the sound _______. (Wait for child to produce the sound with you) and let’s
find something that has ______ in the (beginning, ending, middle).”

You do:
Parent: Now it’s your turn to try some on your own. I spy with my eye something
that has___ in the (beginning, ending, middle), say the sound (Wait for child to
produce the sound). Find something that the sound______ in the (beginning,
ending, middle).
Choose several sounds for the “You do” portion. Eventually, try to cover all the
sounds from the Sound/Guide Word/Movement Table.

Extension: Point to an item in the room and ask your child to name the
(beginning, ending, or middle) sound.

*Some activities adapted from those developed by Step by Step Learning®
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Components of Early Literacy/Math

Early Literacy /Math Skill Example

Book and Print Awareness

Number Sequencing

Listening to books read aloud & learning  about the  way print
is used in books

Sequencing using first, second, third, etc.

Letter Recognition

Number Recognition

Learning  to differentiate the letters in the alphabet

Learning to differentiate numbers

Vocabulary Building

Math vocabulary

Learning what words mean and using new words

Learning words specific to math

Sound Awareness

Counting sounds

Listening to and recognizing the sounds of the English
language

Counting the sounds that you hear

Letter Sounds

Match numbers and
objects

Recognizing that sounds and letters in English connect

Recognizing numbers and matching the correct number of
objects
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